Left hemispheric contributions to temporal perception: a resting electroencephalographic study.
Beta brain wave frequencies, theta brain wave frequencies, and interhemispheric transfer rates were investigated in individuals to explore components of time perception. Research suggests that the left hemisphere is highly involved in attention and language, which are important components of temporal processing mechanisms. Resting state electroencephalography was used to evaluate the relationship between right and left hemispheric brain wave frequencies and performance on a duration-discrimination task and an interhemispheric transfer rate task. A stepwise multiple regression was used to investigate the absolute spectral power of right minus left hemispheric activation for each frequency (alpha, beta, gamma, theta) at each of eight paired electrode locations onto d' data for a temporal discrimination task. Higher absolute spectral power in parietal and temporal left electrodes was predictive of better performance on the duration-discrimination task. Right-to-left interhemispheric transfer approached a significant correlation with performance on the duration-discrimination task. Our results indicate that sensitivity on a temporal task is positively correlated with beta and theta brain wave frequencies, and negatively correlated with right-to-left interhemispheric transfer rates. The current study provides support for a left hemispheric advantage for temporal processing; this provides further explanation of temporal processing mechanisms and where deficits may occur in clinical populations.